Introduction. The aim of this note is to give a new elementary proof of
Helly's theorem [l] on the intersection of convex sets in n dimensional Euclidean space E n . Like other elementary proofs, our proof avoids the use of limit concepts and is thus valid for any n dimensional affine space with coordinates in a real number field. In § 3 we remark that Carathe'odory's theorem on convex hulls may be derived from Helly's theorem. This is a reverse procedure of the one adopted iby Rademacher and Schoenberg [2] , and indicates the central position of Helly's theorem in the theory of convex bodies. We shall prove the following version of Helly's theorem.
If every n + 1 of these sets have a point in common then there is a point common to all Cι, i = 1, 2, , m. In these generalizations the completeness of the space is essential and it is impossible to avoid the limit concept in some form or another. (1) C,n...nC m =f
We may assume that no Q in (1) may be omitted without making the intersection nonvoid. C t is a closed half-space so
Now 77! n Cj is either a closed half-space of 77"! considered as an n -1 dimensional space, or (if π x and π( are parallel) coincides with 77^ or the null-set.
By virtue of the generalized induction hypothesis there are k f k < n, sets 77Ί π Cj having no point in common. Thus, after renumbering the sets if necessary:
(77"ι n C 2 ) n 0(77^0 Cfc + i) = 7Γ1 n C 2 n n C^^ ι = φ.
Denote C 2 n n C^. + 1 by S then δ is convex. We claim that either Q.E.D.
Caratheodory's theorem states that the convex hull H(S)
where S C E n equals the union of the convex hulls H{F) where F ranges over all sub-sets of S containing not more than n + l points. It is easy to show that H(S) equals the union of the convex hulls of all the finite sub-sets of S, so that the crucial point of Caratheodory's theorem lies in the following: *-,P k ) is C t n ...n Q =<£.
Proof of Caratheodory's theorem. We may suppose that Q ^ P( 9 i = 1, , k.
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By the lemma Π?L t C, = φ; by the special case of Helly's theorem n + l halfspaces Cj , , Cj may be chosen so that Π 72 ... C t = φ. Using again the lemma we conclude Q G H (P it , .., P in+ι ) Q.E.D.
